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Question #:1

Huawei's new USG6300E series AI firewall adopts a self-developed CPU, and its performance is twice as high
as that of the industry.

True

False

Answer: A

Question #:2

After the Huawei sandbox detects the threat, how to deal with it:

The sandbox will take the initiative to clear the part of the virus sample, similar to anti-virus software.

The sandbox is a straight-line device that can directly kill the threat sample. C. The sandbox needs to be
linked with other security devices to block the threat.

You can use MTA to process the mail, so you can block the threat directly after detecting the damage.

Answer: C

Question #:3

USG Firewall The four major services of SSL VPN include: terminal security, WEB proxy, port forwarding,
and file sharing.

business

True

False

Answer: B

Question #:4

Check the command of the NGFW firewall forwarding process packet statistics.

display firewall session statistics

display firewall static system discard

display firewall statistic system table
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display firewall server-map

Answer: B

Question #:5

The advantage of Huawei's Anti-DDOS device in straight-line deployment over bypass deployment is higher
reliability.

True

False

Answer: B

Question #:6

Anti-Ddos HTTP source detection Meta Refresh method can be applied to AJAX (Ajax) objects

Applicable only to image objects

Fully applicable

Applicable only to text objects

Not applicable

Answer: D

Question #:7

Huawei sandbox needs to use virtual machine technology to simulate the running environment of the program
and capture it through monitoring the virtual environment.

Program behavior

True

False

Answer: A

Question #:8

Regarding the application identification of Huawei's USG6000 next-generation firewall, what is the correct
statement?
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When the application characteristics change, you need to upgrade the firewall software.

Ability to identify applications based on statistical features and associated features

Identify Shuliang more than 6000

Ability to distinguish between different functions of the application, such as distinguishing uploads and
downloads of network disk applications.

Answer: B C D

Question #:9

The features supported by CDN are

A NAT SERVER

B. Content distribution

C. Load sharing

D. Content redirection

E. Content exchange

B, C, D, E

Question #:10

Which interfaces are included in the NGFW logical interface?

LOOPBACK

VLANIF

NULL

ETH-TRUNK

Subinterface

Answer: A B C D

Question #:11

What is the distribution number of Huawei FireHunter?


